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ABSTRACTS

A dielectric response approach to the Van der Waals interaction

between an atom and a planar metal surface is presented. An exact formula in terms

of a form factor is derived within the point dipole approximation ana non-retarded

limit 'valid for shorter separation.The interaction potential is studied via SCIB

model,and a Substantial modification over its classical form is found at shorter

distances.
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In reoent years, the atomic "beam scattering ~J and adsorption4

experiments on metallic surfaces have renewed theoretical interest on

Van der Vaals' interaction, which forms the attractive part of the actual

interaction potential between a neutral atom and a metal surface. There

exists extansive literature on the subject, and we refer the reader to the

list of references given in Refg.5—13* It i3 well known that the Van ier

Ifaals' interaction between a planar iietal surface and an atom separated

by a distance d, is proportional to d J for large d in the non—
the

retarded limit ; at even larger distances, this is modified into/Lifshitz
c "

formula , .where retardation effect becomes important. All existing theore-

tical work has concentrated on correction to the d~^ dependence at

shorter distances, especially in terms of the 30 called dynamic—image—plane

position . In this paper, we use the dielectrio response approach that

applies in the non—retarded limit, and study the Van der Yaals1 interaction

at shorter distances. lfe show that the interaction is determined by the same

form factor that enters the formula for dynamic image potential , and then

using the so called semi classical infinite barrier (SCIB) model which

leads to a simple form factor , we study the behaviourof the interaction

potential at shorter distances.

Tfs regard the metallic system with a planar surface as a semi-infinite

Jellium with ita surfaoe parallel to the x-y plane, and the positive back-

ground extended in the x ̂ 0 region. The neutral atom is regarded as a point

object placed at (0,0,z) outside the metal. Ye assume that the interaction

between the atom and the metallic system is via the dipolar fluctuation of

electromagnetic field at the atom', and the separation z is such that the

retardation effect is negligible. The problem can then be treated within

the linear response theory via the density-density response function

^ {i|x',a>) of the interacting electrons in the matal, and the Van der

interaction energy written aa ,

)

where C( ( « ) is the dynamic dipolar polarizability of the atom, which

is considered to have no permanent dipole moment, and 0 .^(xjx/.w) ia the

frequency dependent tensor which defines the electric field at x^ due to

a unit dipole source at 1 oscillating with frequency 63 . The latter is

determined by ^£(x,x'f w ) , the frequency dependent retarded response

function introduced before, as

(2)

(3)
'- I 'I

For the aemi—infinite jelliura, i t 19 convenient to exploit the t r ans la -

t ions ! invarianco in the x—y plane by introducing two-dimensional Fourier

transform defined as ,

,, 1 s —ik.r'
= dr (4)

and similar transforas for other quantities. This implies that,

(5)

By careful algebraic manipulation with the above definitions, formula (l)
is considerably simplified to the following form for z outside the metal
( i . e . , z <S> ) :

r
2 1 dn ni 1. \

1 —•— ex. f iu 1
r 2IX a.* ^

0

del

dk

Here, we have defined a form factor F a3,

(6)

(7)

where z, is any arbitrary point outside the metal. The derivation can

be found in part in the Hef.6, and further reduction therefrom requires

exploitation of the fact that ^(k,a,z', w ) vanishes for z or z'

outside the metal. Thia form factor is precisely the one which enters in

the formula for dynamic image potential . The problem now is to determine

% and then 0( for the interacting electron system in the metal alone, and

this oonatitutas a separate problem. We note here that to our knowledge, the

compact expression (6) in terma of the forin faotor is new. If One considers

the so oalled random phase approximation (RPA), than oi oust be determined

from the integral equation ,

Oin(z,z
/ ) o((zf ,z) , (8)
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where <X corresponds to a quantity analogous to o(_ (soe Eqn.(5)), but for

non-interacting electrons in the metal ( here, for brevity, we have

suppressed k and to dependence). The quantity oC can he constructed

from the one-electron states of the metallio system ' uhich however is a

formidable task. On the other hand, Eqn.(8) can be golfed in a compact

form for the 30 called SCIB model, which gives * ,

p O 9 "ft

where q = k + p within the integral, and 3£(q,tO) i3 the usual density-

density response function for a infinite homogeneous non—interacting

electron system corresponding to the bulk natal.With thi3 approximation,

we obtain ,

1- € (k, co)F(k,w)
1+ £(k,o>)

(10)

where, £ ~ x = ^ I dp £•-"""(q, « ) , (11)

2 2 2

with q = k + p . This ia the game form faotor which Heinrioh first ob-

tained In the context of dynamio image potential for a sharp metallic

surface . Here, £ j , is the longitudinal dielectric function of bulk.

In the classical case, where the metallio system is regarded as non—

dispersive, one uses £ . = 1- 6bJ(£ = £ , where CO is the bulk plas-

mon frequency. In this case, F = &> / (ct? - &> ) ? where Id = C& /\J 2,

the surfaoe plasmon frequency. Thi3 yields,

2
du-^2 — , (12)

o
ATI'

a standard result.

In the dispersive description of the metal, although formula

(10) is a compact one, the evaluation of £ and thereby Vf reoains a

difficult task. We therefore concentrate on the order of magnitude effect

rather than e r̂aot numerical effect, by using an approximate form for €

given by Sunjic et al , as

1 , (13)

where KI is the Thomas— Fermi wavs vector. In this case, we obtain,

V (z) - K2 J (14)

where, I ( z , u ) = - L _ J ^ I a [ 2 ef̂ / E ( >a, ) [ .
2 l z ( 4 ^ r J I ' -1

(15)

In the last equation, fi=K\Ju2/(J* +1/4 , tt = &+ 2i 6 ,
the standard exponential integral (aee Hef.l8).

and i s

For easy comparison with the classical ease, it ia necessary to

perform the u-integral. For thia purpose, we assunie that

•c- f

=2,

where

n 6? - CO2n

Is the dipolar osoillator strength and is the nth excita-

tion frequency of the atom. We further assume that only one frequency

say contributes significantly to ^ a ( w ) , and to/to 0 =

these simplifying assumptions, we then obtain,

"ol* 12 * M3

and

- 2 1C He< e B1(o)

^•2/3. Vita

(16)

(17)

where, o = KL I zl(1+i). The result (16) is a standard one^ , but,(17) is

new. It oan easily be shown- that W given by Eqn.(17) yields,

" 12 * [ | ,

• • • • I t

HUD],

for large | z\,

amall
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Thia 3how3 that the classical form is substantially modified at shorter

distances. The general'behaviour ia illustrated in the Figures, where we

have plotted 121f/<i r2 J against z using the formula (17) (curve l )

and the olassical case using the formula (16) (curve 2) for metallic

densities corresponding to the electron gas parameter r = 3 ( Pig.l) and

5 (Fig.2). All quantities are in atomic units where distances are in a0,

the Bohr radius. The general trend is that the modification ia substantial

at shorter distances (see inset in the figures), and lower density ( i . e . ,

larger rg ) .

In conclusion, we note that formula (6) is exact within tlie

point-dipole approximation and non-retarded l ia i t ( i . e . , short distances),

which oan be utilized If the form faotor given by Eqn.(7) ia known for a

-k-
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rea l i s t ic system ( i . e . , with smoothly varying self-consistently determined
electron density profile end the corresponding response for the metal).
Within the SCIB model, we have found substantial modification in the Van
der Waals interaction over i t s classical value , and this in the range of

distances vhere such modification may he important in the context of physisorption,
We would like to emphasise that such a modification cannot he described in
terms of dynamical image plane position alone, and i t would be worthwhile
-having detailed knowledge of F for a rea l is t ic system.
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Figure oaptions :

?ig. 1. : X21f/<^r2)'against % for rg= 3 ' ourve 1 - baaed on Eqn.(17);

curve 2 - olaaaioal form, i . e . , - z ~J. All quantities are in

A.U. Inaat ahowg ahort-diatanoe behaviour.

•Fig. 2. : 121f/<r2^ against z for ra = 5 : curve 1 - E<jn.(17);

curve 2 - Bqn. (16). All quantities are in A.U. Inset 9bov3

ghort-distance behaviour.
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